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Abstra t. While hip vendors still sti k to Moore's law, and the performan e per dollar keeps going up, the performan e per watt has been
stagnant for last few years. Moreover energy pri es ontinue to rise worldwide. This poses a major hallenge to organisations running grids, indeed
su h ar hite tures require large ooling systems. Indeed the one-year ost
of a ooling system and of the power onsumption may outt the grid
initial investment.
We observe, however, that a grid does not onstantly run at peak performan e. In this paper, we propose a workload on entration strategy to
redu e grid power onsumption. Using the Xen virtual ma hine migration
te hnology, our power management poli y an dispat h transparently
and dynami ally any appli ations of the grid. Our poli y on entrates
the workload to shutdown nodes that are unused with a negligible impa t
on performan e. We show through evaluations that this poli y de reases
the overall power onsumption of the grid signi antly.

1 Introdu tion
The number of appli ations requiring giganti
bilities has in reased the interest in grid
same time,

storage and

omputational

apa-

omputing in the last few years. At the

hip vendors have been produ ing more and more powerful CPUs at

lower pri es. Past work has mostly fo used on designing e ient and s alable
grids. Nevertheless, energy

onsumption has re ently be ome a major

for organisations running grids. Indeed, power
tion of the total ownership

ost, it determines the size of the

of the ele tri al ba kup power generators. The
power

ost of a

ooling system and

ooling system with the

onsumption may sometimes ex eed the grid initial investment. Moreover,

intensive power
power

on ern

onsumption is an important por-

onsumption in reases the

han e of

omponent failure. Thus,

onsumption must be a key feature in grid design.

In the meantime and despite numerous users submitting jobs, a grid must
rarely maintain peak performan es

onstantly. For example, the average load of

the grid of the É ole des Mines de Nantes subatomi
Moreover, many appli ations have spe i
system. For example,

Aliroot(the

resear h lab is about 70%.

needs e.g.

middleware or operating

appli ation of the subatomi

the É ole des Mines of Nantes), requires a spe i

department of

middleware (Allien) and a

parti ular Linux distribution (S ienti
for a generi

Linux Cern). All those problems argues

power management system adapted to grid.

In this paper, we present our prototype on power management for grid arhite tures. Our prototype is based on Xen virtual ma hine hypervisor so that
our solution is transparent to user. Based on workload probes (CPU load, memory, NICs throughput et .), the poli y migrates virtual ma hines to

on entrate

the workload on fewer nodes of the grid, thus allowing unused nodes to be shut
down. We present performan e results over dierent appli ation workloads and
show the e tiveness of our algorithm.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Se tion 2 presents existing
power management poli ies for

luster

omputing. Se tion 3 reviews the virtual

ma hine te hnology and then Se tion 4 des ribes our implementation. Se tion 5
shows performan e results and Se tion 6

on ludes.

2 Energy management
Most existing work on power management has fo used on CPUs and laptops. Indeed, battery duration is a
power

onsuming

DVFS (Dynami

riti al problem for users and CPU is by far the most

omponent of a

1

omputer . Today, most pro essors feature

Voltage and Frequen y S aling) even server designed pro es-

sor. A DVFS pro essor has a set of levels (voltage and frequen y pairs). A default
poli y integrated in the BIOS
system sele t the level a

an be overloaded by the operating system. OS and

ording to performan e and temperature

onstraints.

The rest of this se tion des ribes IVS, CVS and VOVO, three power management poli ies for single system or
migration in grid

lusters and the problem of

omputation

omputing.

2.1 IVS  Independent Voltage S aling
Independent Voltage S aling is a node-lo al poli y for power management. In
this approa h, every node must be a DVFS pro essor. Ea h node adjuts its
pro essor voltage and frequen y to the lowest possible value su h that there is
not mu h impa t on performan e. IVS is very simple and it does not require
any spe i

environment or information about running appli ations. Elnozahy

et al. [1℄ report power savings of up to 30% depending on appli ations. In order

to minimize the impa t on performan e, Chen et al. [2℄ applied IVS only to
nodes not in the

riti al path of running appli ations.

2.2 CVS  Coordinated Voltage S aling
In

ontrast to IVS, Coordinated Voltage S aling is a global poli y. Ea h node

periodi ally informs a monitor of its workload. The monitor evaluates the overall

1

Although, network interfa es should not be negle ted, espe ially in grids where lowlaten y NICs and Gigabit ards are ommon.

workload, estimates an average load and broad asts it to every nodes. Then the
nodes adapt their voltage and frequen y to this average. This strategy tends to
de rease the varian e of the frequen y distribution a ross the grid.
CVS is ee tive when the workload is uniformly distributed among nodes.
Elnozahy et al. [1℄ evaluate the power savings of CVS to be about 25%. Nevertheless, the ee tiveness of CVS is questionable when workload distribution
is not uniform, indeed, nodes with an bigger workload are slowed down, thus
de reasing the overall performan e.

2.3 VOVO  Vary On, Vary o
Pinheiro et al. [3℄ and Chase et al. [4℄ have proposed Vary On Vary O, whi h
dynami ally adapts the number of nodes available a

ording to the grid work-

load.
VOVO applies a workload

on entration strategy. Similarly to CVS, a mon-

itor estimates the overall workload, from whi h VOVO dedu es the number of
nodes required. When too many nodes are in use, jobs are migrated or balan ed
to

on entrate the workload. Then unused nodes are simply shut down. The

monitor may dene a performan e toleran e to possibly overload some nodes to
further in rease power savings.
VOVO has been found to give a power savings of 31% to 86% [1℄, indeed
VOVO is fully ee tive when a large

luster is almost unused. However VOVO

requires job migration te hnology, that

an be implemented at several level. At

the appli ation level, users have to develop their own load balan er. While at
the operating system level, a spe i

OS has to be installed on every ma hines

and these must be identi al. While this is rarely an issue in

lusters, grids are

more heterogeneous.
Designing the migration me hanism at the appli ation[5℄, middleware, or
operating system[6℄ levels is hardly feasible, as energy saving is an issue for
organizations running grids, not for users developing appli ations. In our ontext,
we suppose that grid are built by aggregations of primary
managed by dierent organizations with their spe i

luster. Ea h

luster is

appli ations. Thus, various

frameworks and middleware are used to develop grid appli ations. It is unfeasible
to impose one of them on the entire grid as these are spe i

to the kind of

appli ations developed ( omputationnal, data, servi es) [7℄.

3 Virtual Ma hines
The goal of a virtual Virtual ma hines is to provide ea h of multiple users with
the illusion of having an entire
physi al

omputer (a virtual domain), all on a single

omputer (the host). This te hnology, also known as virtualization, dif-

ferentiates from appli ation virtual ma hines su h as Sun Mi rosystem's Java
Virtual Ma hine that isolates Java

ode from the underlying hardware and op-

erating system thus releasing the developer with porting issues.

In a virtualized environment (see Figure 1), a pie e of software

alled the hy-

pervisor or the virtual ma hine monitor must enfor e isolation between multiple
virtual domains and must partition resour es (CPUs, RAM, HDDs, NICs, et )
among them. The rest of this se tion des ribes virtualization and paravirtualization, the two major ways to implement an hypervisor.

Fig. 1.

Ar hite ture of a Xen virtualised System

In ontrast to emulation, virtualization reprodu es the host ar hite ture identi ally for the virtual ma hines. Hypervisors su h as VMWare [8℄ run most instru tions of the virtual domains dire tly on the host pro essor. The hypervisor
must trap sensitive instru tions that

an not be exe uted safely su h as TLB op-

erations. While virtualization restri ts the virtual ar hite ture to the host one, it
stills allows running unmodied OS images with mu h better performan e than
emulation.
Paravirtualization [9, 10℄ has been introdu ed to over omes the performan e
loses of virtualization due to sensitive operations. It expli itly requires porting
the OS to a parti ular hypervisor. The ar hite ture presented to the virtual
ma hines slightly diers from the host ar hite ture in order to eliminate  ooperatively sensitive operations.
Virtualization thus makes it possible hosting a lot of virtual domains on the
same ma hine without

onstraints. Ea h domain

system, middleware or appli ations without risk of

ould use its own operating
oni ts with others system.

This advantages make that virtualization appre iable in grid

omputing: Cohab-

itation with the lo al organisation is safer and a migration me hanism of virtual
domain makes deployment easier[11℄.

4 Our solution
Our solution is a dynami

pla ement system for virtual domains on a grid vir-

tualized with Xen (an hypervisor for ea h node). The pla ement algorithm aims
to save energy by

on entrating virtual domains on the smallest subset of nodes

possible. Nodes not hosting virtual domains
the overall power

an be stopped, in order to redu e

onsumption. At present, the distribution

domains pla ement is based on CPU usage but
riteria into a

ount, e.g.

network tra

riterion for virtual

ould be extended to take other

or memory usage. Distribution of

virtual domain is made with a minimal servi e interruption with xen migration
me hanism[12℄. The problem of data migration is solved by using a les server
that exports operating systems and datas for ea h virtual domain.
Our solution is transparent for users of virtual domains and does not require
any adaptations or spe i

2

operating system . The ar hite ture is based on a

lient/server model. A standard pre-made domain is running on ea h node. That
domain,

alled Domain 0, runs a tool, the harvesting agent, that monitors CPU,

memory and network. This supervisor monitors the resour e usage of the node,
and how this resour es are divided among the node's virtual domains.
Ea h harvesting agent periodi ally sends a report to the de ision agent whi h
analyses them to get an overview of the grid and of its virtual domain resour e
usage. Then an algorithm determines a tions to be taken by the various nodes
(virtual domain migration, boot, shutdown).

4.1 Resour e olle tion
The harvesting agent uses fun tionalities oered by the

xenstat library provides

with Xen. This library allows the domain-0 to obtain statisti s generated by the
hypervisor, for ea h virtual domain, in luding information

on erning allo ated

memory, bytes sent and/or re eived by the virtual network interfa e or the quantity of time used by the virtual CPU. By retrieving this information periodi ally,
it is possible to know the per entage of CPU

onsumed by ea h virtual domains

and, by summing them, the global CPU usage of the node (in this
result obtained does not

ase, the

onsider the load of the hypervisor.) A report is made

and sent to the de ision agent. The harvesting agent is responsible for notifying
the de ision agent of
to a

hanges in a node's state: When a node is stopped or ready

ept virtual domains, its harvesting agent send a departure or arrival no-

ti ation, respe tively. Thus, the de ision agent knows the pla ement of virtual
domains among the grid, and what nodes are available or oine.

4.2 The de ision agent
This agent runs on its own ma hine. A
pa kets sent by nodes, the agent

2

ording to reports and noti ations

onstru ts two representations of the grid. A

A tually it requires to use a Xenied OS, but that limitation disappears with the
help of hardware virtualization

node based view gives information relative to the grid

omponents: IP, MAC

address, and state (online or oine) of ea h nodes. A virtual domain based view
gives information about their lo ation, their

urrent resour e

onsumption and

the level of saturation of their host. The de ision agent then uses this information
to

on entrate virtual domains in the smallest possible subset of nodes while

avoiding saturation. The algorithm is based on two variables: a saturation and
an underload threshold. De isions are taken by

omparing the

urrent load of

ea h node with its thresholds.
In order to

on entrate virtual domains without overloading nodes, the al-

gorithm sele ts virtual domains that

onsumes the highest amount of CPU on

the lowest loaded node then move it on a more loaded node. As we suppose
an homogeneous environment, CPU

onsumption of that domain should remain

almost identi al on the new node. So, the destination node is
the sum of the

urrent destination node load and the

der the overload threshold. The rst a

hosen su h that

urrent domain load is un-

eptable node is pi ked. This operation

is repeated in the next iteration if the node is still underloaded and if a more
appropriate pla e is available for virtual domains.
Virtual domains

on entration

tual domains does not

ould be dangerous in a

ertain way, as vir-

ontinually do the same job and thus its CPU

onsump-

tion may vary. Then, it is possible that if some domains in rease their CPU
onsumption, the nodes that host them will be overloaded. To limit the performan e degradation, we redu e the load in the following way: the domain having
the lowest load will be moved to a node that

an host it. The destination node

should have the maximum CPU usage without being overloaded (before and after the migration). If no node is available, a new node in the oine nodes set
will be initialised and domain will be migrated on.
When a de ision is made by the agent, it will send the
to the appropriate node. A tions are shell

orresponding a tion

ommands, that will be exe uted in

Domain 0. As we want to migrate virtual domains to save power by a VOVO
system, three kinds of a tions
migrate a spe i

an be sent to a node. The most used a tion is to

virtual ma hine to a new node. Others a tions, spe i

VOVO aspe t of our solution

to the

ause a node to be halted or booted.

5 Evaluation
The evaluation of our solution aims to show that dynami

pla ement of virtual

domains allows a good energy saving with a tolerable performan e degradation.
We

ompare energy e onomy and performan e degradation of our solution and

a traditional IVS solution.
In order to evaluate our solution in a predi table environment, we developed
a ben hmark that sends load request to
ea h

lient

onsumes a

lients. This tool was tuned to make

ertain amount of CPU time. For ea h experiment we ran

the tests three times. First, in a native environment, ea h appli ation runs on a
separate node, without any power management poli y. Se ond, a standard IVS
poli y is used on ea h node. Third, we ran the ben hmark with our prototype.

In this

ase, the appli ations ran on virtual domains that were dynami ally

migrated between a variable amount of a tives nodes, depending on the CPU
resour e needs).
Our grid is

omposed by four Sun V20Z stations. Ea h ma hine

ontains

4GB of RAM, 2 Opteron 250 and run a GNU/Linux distribution with Xen 3.0testing (based on a 2.6.16 kernel). All appli ations are
A le server

ompiled in 32bits mode.

ontains all appli ations and OSs used by nodes in order to make

administration easier. All ma hines (4 nodes and 1 le server) are

onne ted

throught a Gigabit network. The IVS software used for the se ond test is based on

powernowd and

the nodes' overload and underload threshold

hosen to migrate

virtual ma hines were respe tively 80% and 70%. In all situations, we measure
the ee tive CPU

onsumption of ea h node, distribution of CPU time between

domains and Watts

onsumed by the grid (not in luding the le server).

Our ben hmark evaluates the dynami

behaviour (migration, turning nodes

on and o ) of our strategy and its benets in
it to

omparison to IVS. We adapt

reate four dierent s enarios (one per ben hmark

lient). Ea h s enario

reates high-load peaks or low-usage periods at dierent times. This evaluation
simulates a grid supporting a variety of dierent servi es. Figures 2(a) and 2(b),
and Table 1 show the nodes' CPU utilization and the domain lo ation over
time. First, we observe that the IVS strategy has CPU average load that is
almost equal for all four nodes (approximately 60%), whereas our solution tends
to

on entrate all the work on three nodes. Se ond, the CPU average load for

ea h node is less variable in time for our solution due to the poli y's de isions.

Table 1.

IVS

CPU average utilization with dynami evaluation

node1 = 51.16%(δ
node2 = 65.42%(δ
node3 = 68.11%(δ
node4 = 59.59%(δ

= 37.73)
node1 = 82.69%(δ
= 36.23)
node2 = 84.08%(δ
Virtualization
= 22.13)
node3 = 09.52%(δ
= 33.39)
node4 = 65.68%(δ

The four dierent s enarios are built to

= 20.35)
= 6.91)
= 9.58)
= 28.3)

over dierent situations that illus-

trate advantages and drawba ks of domain distributions. A positive ee t of
on entration appears around 1100s (Figure 5), where two of the four nodes are
disa tivated by migrating virtual Domains 1 and 4 to Node 2. These migrations
are possible be ause the two domains

onsumes almost no resour es at that mo-

ment. An overview of a virtual domain repartition appears around 1600s. On
Node 2 from whi h virtual Domain 3 was migrated to Node 1, in order to leave
CPU time for virtual Domain 2. Thus, domains that need an important amount
of resour es have a higher priority than small domains. This ex lusion of small
domains avoid performan e loss.
A side ee ts of migration

an be seen on Node 4, at about 400s. To free

some resour e on Node 1, Node 4 was booted, but during the boot time, the
load de reased, and nally Node 4 re eived a virtual domain only for 30 se onds
and

onsumed 3% CPU time before being shut down and turned on again two
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(a) Native Exe ution with IVS
Fig. 2.

Domain-4

Domain-3

Domain-2

Domain-1

(b) Virtual Environment with migrations

Global CPU onsumption

minutes later. As it is impossible to pre isely predi t the future needs of domains,
it is hard to avoid su h useless boots. Nevertheless, it would be possible to
dene a minimum up time to avoid node rebooting

Table 2.

Exe ution time and average energy onsumption

Environment
Native
IVS
Virtual

We

onstantly.

Exe ution time
Energy
Cumulated ∆ with Native Consumption Gain3
118:39
651.12 W
119:01
+0.3%
636.57 W 1.93%
139:37
+17.67%
498.13 W 9.97%

an see in Table 2 and Figure 5, that the energy saving of our solution is

appre iable but there is a small performan e degradation (the

umulated time

of exe ution in reases by 20 minutes). This is due to the time needed by a node
to boot (approximately 3 minutes). To evaluate the time lost due to reboot,
we re-ran the experiment with virtual environment without shutting down or

3
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IVS execution

prototype

Global energy onsumption

booting nodes. Migration is still ee tive but boot time is redu ed to zero. In this
situation, the performan e de reases only by 8.53% (with a

umulated exe ution

time in reased by 10 minutes).
This evaluation shows that our solution allows important energy savings,
espe ially in a stable environment, but in a very dynami

situation, the boot

time of nodes slightly redu es the benet of our solution. About 50% of the
overhead of our solution is due to boot time. Software solution su h as hibernate
or suspend-to-ram may greatly minimise that issue.

6 Con lusion and future work
In this paper we have show that the Xen live migration allows to adapt the
VOVO power saving strategy to grid

omputing

onsidering its

omplex infras-

tru ture. Contrary to traditionnal VOVO systems, the abstra tion layer oered
by Xen provides a generi
mains pla ement. The
grating virtual domains,

omputation migration pro ess based on virtual do-

omputation

on entration is done by dynami ally mi-

onsidering their resour e needs. This

on entration of

virtual domains on the minimal subset of nodes allows to shut down unused
nodes, thus to save energy. By separating the migration and the pla ement
ern at the hypervisor level, our solution is

on-

ompletly transparent to developers

and users. Evaluations show our power managment poli y based solely on CPU
load may signi aly de rease power

onsumption in grid with variously loaded

ma hine.
As future work, we intend to extend our power management poli y to a multiriterion system, espe ially to in lude network tra
network hardware of a grid also
power. Our poli y

information. Indeed, the

onsumes a non negle tible amount of ele tri al

ould tighten or regroup on a single node, highly

ommuni-

ating virtual domains in order to redu e network tra . Utilization of software
suspend will allow to redu e performan e loss due to node boot time and in rease
the grid rea tivity.
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